On December 4, 1851, Hungarian revolutionary Louis Kossuth arrived in the United States to fanfare and fame. His reputation preceded him. Three years before, Kossuth had become an international celebrity for his leading role in the Hungarian revolution, one of many revolts in 1848 that unsettled the Europe organized by the Congress of Vienna. Invoking the American revolution, Kossuth’s comrades declared Hungary’s independence from Hapsburg rule in 1848. They very nearly succeeded in winning it. Imperial troops from Austria invaded Hungary late in 1848 but were repulsed by rebel armies. Early in 1849, however, the Hapsburgs appealed to Nicholas I of Russia for support. Russian armies poured over the eastern border of Hungary’s fledgling state, crushing Kossuth’s movement and forcing him into exile in Turkey. Throughout liberal Europe, Kossuth became a symbol of freedom. His sympathizers also multiplied in America, leading the Fillmore administration to send a naval steamer in 1851 to escort Kossuth from Turkey to the United States.¹

His entry into New York City was triumphal. Whisked from one lavish banquet to another, Kossuth spoke to packed halls of cheering admirers. Parades and official welcoming committees greeted his party at every turn. By December 12, just one week after his arrival, diarist George Templeton Strong began his daily entry by noting that “Magyar-mania [was] epidemic” in the city. The mania became pandemic as Kossuth
continued his speaking tour to New England, the Midwest, and the South. Journalists praised Kossuth’s exotic eloquence, costume, and heroism, while entrepreneurs sold faddish “Kossuth hats” to his admirers. The reasons for this infatuation were multiple and complex. By inviting Kossuth to its shores, the United States defied the wishes of Austria, gratifying a growing nationalistic movement known as “Young America.” There was also, as Templeton Strong perceptively noticed, “a strong undercurrent of No-Popery feeling” – the contemporary term for nativist anti-Catholicism – “mixed up with the legitimate Hungary enthusiasm.” Still other Americans saw Kossuth as the heir to their own revolutionary legacy; many called him Hungary’s George Washington. Previous historians have thus attributed “Magyar-mania” to broad cultural, social and political currents in antebellum America.²

In this paper, however, I want to focus on “Magyar-mania” in the context of the debate over slavery, which was surely the most salient national issue in the antebellum period. Specifically, this paper deals with how abolitionists used “Magyar-mania” and Kossuth’s image in antislavery discourse. In doing so, this paper is both an example of “transnational history” and a history of transnationalism. It is “transnational” because it deals with an encounter across borders between American reformers and a Hungarian revolutionary, an encounter that ran both ways. Kossuth’s Atlantic crossing informed certain debates in abolitionism, but abolitionism also forced Kossuth to respond to the slavery debate, even if he did so very obliquely. We therefore need constant reminders that the slavery debate was not merely national, but transnational, and that it included both interlocutors and ideas that crossed political borders. But my talk is also a foray into the history of transnationalism, a story about how abolitionists articulated cosmopolitan
and transnational ideals. As we will see, abolitionists used Kossuth and the symbols that surrounded him to distinguish a nationalistic ethic of “patriotism” from a transnational ethos that they most often called “philanthropy.” In exploring this distinction between “patriotism” and “philanthropy,” we will see that Kossuth’s trip was not just a case of the border-crossing that transnational scholars have rightly tried to move to the center of American history. The Kossuth affair was also an episode that helped abolitionists to think about and evaluate borders themselves. A truly transnational history will thus pay attention not only to how borders were crossed, but also to how borders were conceived. Both issues will be dealt with here.

At first, even abolitionists were not immune to the Kossuth fever that blanketed America in the winter of 1851 to 1852. Abolitionists thought they recognized an ally in Kossuth, whose odes to liberty resonated with their own romantic ideas about freedom. In fact, Kossuth had tried to build support for his independence movement by abolishing Hungarian serfdom. Here was a fellow liberator, thought abolitionists, a coworker in the cause of universal emancipation. But these hopes were quickly disappointed. Within a week of his arrival, Kossuth had publicly declared that he would “not meddle with any domestic concerns of the United States.” Garrisonians, who were particularly radical abolitionists, reacted with special vehemence to this statement of neutrality, which they viewed as a capitulation to slavery. “The die is cast,” wrote William Lloyd Garrison after Kossuth washed his hands of abolitionism. “All speculation is now at an end, as to the position KOSSUTH means to maintain on the slavery question. ... He means to be deaf, dumb, and blind, in regard to it!” Edmund Quincy likewise concluded that Kossuth’s “visit to this country was a fatal blunder.” He had “sold himself” to doughfaces and
slaveholders, bowed before the national idol of slavery, and “stooped to kiss the feet of American women-whippers ... and slave-catchers,” compared to whom Hapsburgs and Russians were like angels of light.  

Most historians regard this over-the-top rhetoric as just what one would expect from the Garrisonians. One scholar has characterized the abolitionists’ “defection” from their “erstwhile hero” as typically extreme and contemptuous. But this implies that we can learn nothing new about abolitionists from the Kossuth affair. It lets us believe that Kossuth was simply no different from the numerous other public figures who earned the scorn of radical abolitionists. Lucretia Mott herself observed, after Kossuth returned to England, “How faithful has W. L. G. ever been to the short-comers!” However, if we take the abolitionists’ anger as merely more proof that they were radical or easily vexed, we risk missing the particular reasons why they quarreled with Kossuth. True, Garrison was hard on all “short-comers,” but what were Kossuth’s particular short-comings? The answer to that question, in the terms used by abolitionists, was that Kossuth was a mere “patriot,” while abolitionists were true “philanthropists.” In antislavery writings, Kossuth helped to crystallize an important debate about the relative value of patriotism, an inherently nationalistic ideal, and philanthropy, which many abolitionists considered to be a higher, more transnational value.

To understand this debate better, we first need to set the Kossuth episode in two larger contexts. First, Kossuth’s visit coincided with the aftershocks produced by the Fugitive Slave Law and the Compromise of 1850. The Law made it easier for Southern masters to pursue runaway slaves in the North, and it imposed stiff penalties on Northern citizens for assisting fugitives. Infuriated by this encroachment on their own liberties and
soil, abolitionists made assertive and militant challenges to the Law. They formed vigilance committees organized for the rescue of captured slaves and lobbied for local “personal liberty laws” that would legalize giving aid to fugitives. In 1851, the year in which Kossuth arrived, four high-profile incidents pushed the issue of fugitive slaves to the center of antislavery agendas. In February, a fugitive slave known as Shadrach had been rescued from custody by a group of black abolitionists in Boston. In April, the Boston Vigilance Committee tried unsuccessfully to rescue fugitive Thomas Sims, who was carried back to Georgia. In September, a riot broke out in Christiana, Pennsylvania, when armed black and white abolitionists exchanged fire with a federal posse. In October, abolitionists in Syracuse, New York, stormed the cell of a fugitive slave and engineered his escape, marking what became known in abolitionist lore as the “Jerry Rescue.” In December, Kossuth arrived.9

A second context for Kossuth’s arrival was the fact that two other foreign visitors occupied the abolitionists’ attention in 1851. The first was Father Theobald Mathew, an Irish Catholic temperance reformer who toured the United States for two years beginning in 1849. Mathew, much like Kossuth, disappointed the abolitionists. In 1842, he had joined Daniel O’Connell as a signatory of the Irish Appeal, a document urging Irish Americans to oppose slavery. But upon his arrival in the United States, Mathew refused to jeopardize his temperance mission by aligning with the abolitionists. Garrisonians denounced him as a turncoat.10 They also juxtaposed Mathew with British abolitionist George Thompson, who was also in America during 1851. Thompson was a long-time Garrisonian. On his previous speaking tour in the United States, he had been greeted throughout the North by violent mobs who opposed his “foreign interference.” In fact,
the famous Boston mob of 1835 that ended up leading Garrison through the streets by a noose was originally formed in search of Thompson.\textsuperscript{11} Thompson was clearly a foreign visitor who did not refuse to meddle in domestic affairs, but who spoke the truth about slavery, whatever the cost. He left in the summer of 1851. Father Mathew left in November. In December, Kossuth arrived.

Both of these contexts illuminate why Kossuth mattered so much to abolitionists. The fugitive slave crisis made the country’s “Magyar-mania” especially hypocritical. While politicians were toasting Kossuth and mouthing platitudes about freedom from tyranny, they were kowtowing to the tyranny of the “Slave Power” and imprisoning abolitionists who sought to free fugitive slaves. The irony was heightened by the fact that, in the eyes of abolitionists, Kossuth himself was a fugitive. As the National Anti-Slavery Standard put it, “the escape of Jerry from the United States government at Syracuse is an event as much to be rejoiced at as the escape of Kossuth from Austrian despotism.”\textsuperscript{12} Other abolitionists referred to fugitive slaves as “American Hungarians” and drew comparisons between Kossuth and former slaves like Frederick Douglass and Ellen Crafts. In Philadelphia, a group of free blacks passed a typical antislavery resolution that pledged to “hold up to the scorn of the civilized world that hypocrisy which welcomes to our shores the refugees from Austrian tyranny, and at the same time would send the refugees from American Slavery back to a doom, compared with which, Austrian tyranny is mercy.”\textsuperscript{13}

Abolitionists thus used Kossuth as metaphorical grist in their mill, which explains why they were so disappointed when Kossuth did not live up to his figurative role as a fugitive slave. But abolitionists also weighed Kossuth in the balance with foreigners like
Father Mathew and George Thompson. The “Slave Power” had always pressured such visitors to seal their lips on the subject of slavery. In 1852, Edmund Quincy reminded abolitionists that “Father Mathew had to undergo this ordeal, and we all know how he stood it. ... Kossuth is the most signal, as he is the latest, example of the application of this national test.” As Kossuth toured the country in “one continual Festival,” Quincy continued, he “shuts his eyes to the skeleton that sits at the board alongside him.” How different was the example of Thompson, who dragged America’s skeletons out of the closet. In fact, during his tour, as the United States prepared to bring Kossuth out of exile in Turkey, Thompson had explicitly condemned the hypocrisy of sending a naval steamer to bring Kossuth to America while many Americans supported using the same means to send free blacks back to Africa.\(^\text{14}\)

Both of these arguments about Kossuth – that he was himself a fugitive, and that he was too much like Father Mathew – were folded into a larger critique of Kossuth: that he was too much of a patriot. Abolitionists blamed Kossuth’s reticence about slavery on his love of country. After all, his primary objective while in the United States was to ask for military aid against Austria. This patriotic concern, abolitionists believed, obscured his larger duty to all oppressed people. This criticism of Kossuth was made long before he arrived. In 1849, Garrison published an editorial contrasting the patriotism of Kossuth with the broader vision of Jesus Christ. “Kossuth is, unquestionably, a sublime specimen of what the world calls ‘patriotism,’” Garrison said. But this made Kossuth little more than “a Hungarian, as Washington was an American. His country is bounded by a few degrees of latitude and longitude. ... He is strictly local, territorial, national.” Jesus, by way of contrast, “was neither local nor national in his feelings or designs. ... His soul was
expansive as the universe, his love for the human race impartial, his country the world.” Here Garrison alluded suggestively to the motto that he always affixed to the Liberator’s masthead: “Our Country is the World – Our Countrymen are All Mankind.” He implied that abolitionists, like Jesus, embraced the entire globe. But the feelings of patriots like Kossuth were confined by borders.15

Two years later, Garrison continued to argue against the narrow and geographical grounds of patriotism. In a speech delivered one month after Kossuth’s arrival, Garrison said, “He is here for Hungary – that is number one, and the whole number.” Americans, Garrison noted, suffered from the same single-mindedness. They excused silence on slavery by rallying under the flag and praising the benefits of Union. Abolitionists, on the other hand, were not constrained to love any particular nation. Their country was the world. If Kossuth was local and territorial, if his loyalties were governed by degrees of longitude and latitude, abolitionists considered themselves to be global and cosmopolitan in their designs: “The abolitionists have, from the beginning, based their movement on universal principles. It is as wide as the world.”16

It was not only Garrisonian abolitionists who pointed to Kossuth’s patriotism as the source of his shortcomings. Gerrit Smith, a political abolitionist who disagreed with Garrison about a great deal, spotted the same chink in Kossuth’s armor. In a letter to Frederick Douglass, he conceded that to be a patriot was praiseworthy as far as it went. But, he said, “it is the philanthropist, who is the highest style of man. His country is the world. His countrymen mankind.” Echoing Garrison’s editorial on Kossuth and Jesus, Smith continued, “reason forbids the repression of our sympathies out of respect to geographical and national lines. It is only for convenience sake, that such lines may be
drawn across the human brotherhood. It is true, that they bound the flow of patriotism. But philanthropy is paramount to patriotism.” Smith lamented that no revolution had yet ascended to these heights. Even the American revolution, he argued, was motivated by patriotism. But truly philanthropic revolutions would one day take place, and “then mere patriotism will be counted as a very poor thing.” Such arguments pervaded antislavery discourse. Throughout the antebellum decades, many abolitionists, including Frederick Douglass, Wendell Phillips, William Allen, and Charles Follen, critiqued “patriotism” as intrinsically inferior to “philanthropy.”

Arguments about “philanthropy” were made across the antislavery spectrum, but it was clearly the Garrisonians who placed the greatest emphasis on the Liberator’s motto, “Our Country is the World.” On the one hand, it should not surprise us that radical Garrisonians were especially critical of “patriotism.” After all, many of them rejected political participation of any kind and believed that all human governments were by nature corrupt and coercive. As historian Lewis Perry has shown in his classic work on antislavery anarchism, many Garrisonians, and even radical constituents in the Liberty Party, argued that human states were always subordinate to the “government of God.” The radical abolitionists’ millennial expectations included the hope that all governments and states would ultimately dissolve into societies based on mutual love and respect for individual freedom.

Yet the transnational connotations of “philanthropy” add another layer to this Garrisonian critique of American government. The arguments over Kossuth’s narrow patriotism reveal that Garrisonians critiqued nation-states not just because they were states, and thus necessarily sinful, but also because they were nations. Nations, and
particularly nations that had been created by patriotic revolutions, were necessarily bound by geographical and political borders that stemmed the tide of global philanthropy. If patriotism was local, this was because nations were essentially local. By calling the world their country, abolitionists were therefore trying to imagine a space that was not so constrained by national borders. It thus needs to be stressed that the “government of God” was superior in part because it was transnational. It embodied the literal meaning of a utopia; by being “nowhere” in particular, it could extend its boundaries to include everywhere in general.

Once we see the transnational currents in the distinction between philanthropy and patriotism, we can even appreciate that the Fugitive Slave Law was criticized in part because of its geographical narrowness. The Law underlined a new border within the borders of the American nation-state, between a free North and a slave South, and tried to turn a line of latitude into a marker of morality. This was precisely the kind of thing that “philanthropy” opposed, both in the case of the Fugitive Slave Law and in the tour of the Hungarian “fugitive,” Louis Kossuth. Each episode wrongly circumscribed areas of freedom with cartographical borders. As George Thompson, the abolitionists’ English hero put it, during his 1851 visit to America, “Man’s right to liberty is the same in every latitude and every longitude. Man’s great moral duties are the same on every rood of God’s territory.” Both the Fugitive Slave Law and Kossuth’s neutrality violated that truth. Both implied liberty and morality could be mapped.20

All of these arguments were distilled and summarized in Garrison’s 112-page pamphlet, the Letter to Louis Kossuth, published in 1852.21 The pamphlet was first a fierce indictment of the Fugitive Slave Law, and it pointed Kossuth’s attention to the fact
that he too was “a fugitive from Austrian vengeance.” It also compared Kossuth and Father Mathew unfavorably with George Thompson. Garrison concluded that Kossuth was “selfish,” “a Hungarian for Hungarians, and nothing for mankind.” In the final analysis, he said, “local patriotism, courageous and self-sacrificing to the last extremity, is no anomaly in human history. To prove that it is neither selfish nor exclusive, a world-wide test must be applied to it.”

To abolitionists like Garrison, Kossuth had failed this world-wide test. He had crossed borders without going beyond them. The encounter with this transnational visitor thus helped Garrisonians to think through their own views about a different, transnational identity.

The ranking of world-wide philanthropy over “local patriotism” was a crucial plank in the abolitionists’ platform. Yet it was also controversial, even for abolitionists. Not all reformers were as critical of Kossuth as the Garrisonians were, and many political abolitionists and “new-organization” Tappanites publicly defended his patriotism. Even before Kossuth’s tour, others had questioned the emphasis that Garrisonians placed on “philanthropy.” Henry Highland Garnet, for example, believed that white abolitionists talked a great deal about “generalities [and] universalities,” but that these abstractions often overlooked the more urgent and local needs of the African American community. Writing under a pseudonym for the Colored American in 1841, Garnet said, “we have no sympathy with that cosmopoliting disposition which tramples upon all nationality, which encircles the universe, but at the same time theorizes away the most needed blessings, and blights the dearest hopes of a people.” Other militant black abolitionists embraced Kossuth’s example as a model for insurrection and used the revolutions of 1848 to defend the right of American slaves to revolt.
The abolitionists’ idea that their country was the world was therefore a site of contest within the movement. It was also a site of contest between abolitionists and their Southern enemies, who keenly saw that the rejection of patriotism was a cornerstone of much antislavery thought. In 1850, a writer for the proslavery United States Magazine and Democratic Review derisively described the Garrisonians as “fanatics [who] recognize no country, no friends, no kindred. They are the friends of the entire human race, and nothing less than the circumference of the world can set bounds to their philanthropy. ... They desert their duties to their country, their kindred, and their friends, to go wandering about the world.”25

This criticism of the abolitionists reveals that a rich debate was going on in antebellum America about the relative values of patriotism and philanthropy, and indeed about whether the “bounds” of philanthropy mapped onto the “bounds” of nation-states.26 The Kossuth episode thus was not merely a knee-jerk attack on a celebrity; it serves instead as a window onto serious debates about transnationalism. These debates are worth recovering in our narratives of American antislavery, because they were axes along which conflict within and without the movement took place. Garrison knew full well that some abolitionists disagreed with his position on the Kossuth debates. But “this is useful,” he said, for “it enables us to know ourselves.” Likewise, the Kossuth affair is useful to historians in enabling us to know the abolitionists better. In particular, it shows us that fully knowing the abolitionists requires not only paying attention to transnational narratives of antislavery, but also attending to how abolitionists articulated their own alternative transnationalism.27
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